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31 hybrid food
trade shows
inside

Preview: Hybrid food tradeshows
sector review
By Matthias Tesi Baur, MBB-Consulting Group Founder | 05 / 07 / 2020

This report provides you with:
•
•
•
•

A report focusing on food trade shows providing a
framework to judge and rate the quality of hybrid
tradeshows is now available. The report will help
shape your hybrid tradeshow strategy.

The following slides are a preview to the available
report.

•
•
•

A definition of a hybrid event
A framework to build hybrid strategies
Examples of how tradeshow websites can be
rated in terms of hybrid formats
An overview and insights of possible digital
formats
Pros and cons of digital formats in a hybrid
strategy
Supplier overview and tools to establish a
hybrid strategy
Most importantly: A holistic overview of food
trade shows in hybrid formats
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Report – what will you get?

Hybrid events and new digital touch points are the
current hot topics in the exhibition industry. Many
show teams have established first hybrid formats to
combine the benefits of live events together with
digital formats. Some have set up hybrid events in a
rushed manner. It is extremely important to develop
hybrid formats providing new benefits to the exhibition
customer through digital formats by not damaging the
traditional exhibition model.

With this report you will get:
✓ A definition of what a hybrid event is
✓ A framework that helps to both judge digital activities in light of a hybrid strategy and work
on a future strategy for hybrid formats
✓ Examples how tradeshow websites can be rated in terms of hybrid KPIs
✓ An overview of possible digital formats including their pros and cons in a hybrid strategy
✓ An overview of suppliers and tools that can be used to establish a hybrid strategy
✓ Most importantly: A holistic overview of 31 food trade shows in hybrid formats
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All Hybrid Food Tradeshows provided in the
main report:

More than 31 scanned hybrid food tradeshows:
We have scanned 31 food tradeshows to show which hybrid format each
food tradeshow offers. Each tradeshow website was investigated for approx.
1.5 hours which means we have spotted more online services than pot.
exhibitors would spot.
Each 31 food tradeshow slide includes:
•
•
•
•

The hybrid framework applied to the specific tradeshow
All hybrid / online formats offered by each food tradeshow
Insightful commentary regarding the special online features of each
tradeshow
Further commentary of services offered in following defined exhibitor
motivation areas “content/resources”, “networking/communication and
“brand / product presence”.

•

21 Food Online Expo

•

Gulf Food

•

Americas F&B Show

•

International Green Week

•

Anuga

•

Internorga

•

Bar Convent Berlin

•

ISM

•

Biofach and Vivaness

•

Natural products Expo

•

Biofach USA

•

Nordic Organic Food Fair

•

Braubeviale

•

PLMA

•

Canton Fair

•

Pro Sweets Cologne

•

Chocoa

•

Saladplate

•

Conxemar

•

Seafood Expo Global

•

Eco Life Scandinavia

•

SIAL

•

FHA Food & Beverage

•

Spark

•

FI / Hi Europe

•

Speciality Fine Foods Asia

•

Fish International

•

Südback

•

Fruit Attraction

•

Vitafoods Europe

•

Fruit Logistica
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Slide Preview
A definition of a hybrid tradeshow: The report provides a
precise definition of what a hybrid tradeshow is as a guiding
point to judge online activities implemented in the past, to plan
future strategies and as a basis for the framework to create a
hybrid tradeshow benchmark. The strategy is based on:
• The utilisation of digital functions
• Expansion of the term “tradeshow”
• The balance between onsite and online aspects of a
tradeshow

A framework for a hybrid tradeshow model: We have created a
framework as a basis to rate and judge the quality level of a trade
show, to base a future strategy on precise categories and to cross
check if a hybrid strategy is serving exhibitor and visitor business
motivations. The framework is based on:
• A list of online formats grouped into the main categories
networking, brand building and content resources
• A match of these formats against a comprehensive list of
exhibitor business motivations
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Slide Preview
Review of digital b2b formats: The report provides insights
regarding each digital b2b format used in the framework to
match exhibitor business motivations.
Review for each format includes:
• A short definition and explanation
• A list of pros and cons for each format
• A rating of how this format is serving the exhibitor needs
This review of digital b2b formats will enable building a hybrid
strategy focusing on the online services required for the target
groups.

Example reviews of tradeshows including the offered online
formats: The report provides a couple of examples to
demonstrate how tradeshows can be rated and judged in terms
of their hybrid elements. This will help exhibition organisers to
identify their position vs. their competition and it will help
exhibitors to get an overview of how the exhibitions in their
relevant industry sectors have reacted to the current situation.
The report further provides a template to review the tradeshows
of choice.
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A library of available online platforms: The report provides a list
of 15 online platforms that can be used to bring a hybrid
tradeshow to life. Each platform review includes:
•
•
•
•

Base information of the platform
A list of functions including a brief description
A review how the platform will serve the framework we
developed for hybrid tradeshows
A list of current clients to provide some insights into which
companies are using the platform

Price:
•
•

Discounts available for ETT Club member

£980 Single User Licence
£120 for all further user licences.

We have following discounts for ETT Club Members in place:
• Company Member: 25%
• Gold Member: 20%
• Basic Member: 5%

Click here to download the report
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About MBB-Consulting Group
Consulting

Education

Exhibition Think Tank

Management Consulting
Service covering topics from
strategy, M&A, digital and
more

Provider of tailor made
training and education
courses for the exhibition
industry and partner of the
UFI-Exhibitions
Management School

Founder of the
collaboration and
innovation platform
Exhibition Think Tank Club
(ETT Club)
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Our Consulting Topics

Strategy

Company Strategy
Portfolio Strategy
Geo-cloning & Geoadaptation
Show Development
Market Research
Company Set-up and
Structure
Innovation Review
Content & Feature
Strategy
Rescue Strategies
Team Coaching

Business
Recovery &
Agility
General Recover
Strategies, Setting up
Agile Management
Processes, Recover trade
shows from downturn
phase, Lifting up
Customer Satisfaction,
Collaborative Strategy
Building, Content &
Feature Strategies,
Establishing Advisory and
Feedback Boards

Sales &
Pricing

M&A &
Due
Diligence

Pricing Strategies
Location-based Pricing
Rebooking Strategies
Profitability Review
Pipeline Management
Set-up of Sales Structures
& Reporting

M&A consulting
Targeting Research
Target Qualification
Commercial Due
Diligence
Integration Management
Financial Modelling
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Digital

Digital Transformation
Social Media
Digital Revenue Streams
Digital Onboarding
SEO
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Our Training & Education Programme
for the Exhibition Industry
International Event Strategies in a 365 context

Senior Management
& Director Level
International
Project
Management

Executive &
Middle Management
Effective
Exhibiting

Rebooking Strategies
International
Event Sales

Competitive
Digital Strategies

International Event
Marketing

State of the Art Event and Exhibition
Content and Features

New Starter
New Starter in the Industry
Strategy

Sales
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The Exhibition Think Tank CLUB
Make the Exhibition Think Tank your resource to stay ahead of
all industry developments and to be your network platform
for the industry.
Collaborate & Network in the
exhibition industry across
borders

Think Tanks
Sprints
Online sessions

Working Groups in different
languages
covering all topics of the
industry

Reports & White Papers

Basic Membership Free of Charge | Gold Member with access to all
resources | Special Rates for students and young professionals
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Thank You!

Get in touch with us for any queries you may have:
matthias.tesi.baur@mbb-consultinggroup.com

Matthias Tesi Baur
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